R- Comm Scholarships at DA-IICT  
(with effect from Autumn 2014-15)

M Sc (ICT-ARD) Post Graduate Program Scholarship

The scheme category is **Merit-cum-Means Scholarship**

- Scholarships of value equal to tuition fee for the duration of the program (four semesters only) would be awarded.
- The number of scholarships would be 5 (five) starting from the semester *Autumn* 2014-15.
- Awardees would be selected on yearly basis. Year would be July – June.
- Scholarship would be given for each semester for a maximum of four semesters (normal duration of the program). Summer semesters are not included.
- Institute may time to time change the means criterion for Merit-cum-Means Scholarship.
- Scholarship would be withdrawn in case the Institute takes any disciplinary action against the student.

Scholarship Scheme/Selection Procedure

1. **Selection at the beginning**

Selection of scholarship awardees will be based on the performance in the admission test (conducted by DA-IICT). Scholarships would be awarded to the top five students, who take admission in the program and Institute may impose a minimum score criteria to select top five students. In case there are less than 5 students above the minimum criteria set, then scholarship would be awarded to those who are eligible. In order to be eligible for this category of scholarship the annual family income of the student’s parent(s)/guardian(s) should not exceed Rs. 3,00,000/- per annum. Awardees would be required to submit suitable documents in proof of the above.

2. **Selection for continuation of the scholarships**

The scholarship would be awarded to top five students who satisfies the following criteria:

- SPI (Semester Performance Index) obtained should be 7.50/10.0 or above. If the SPI falls below 7.50/10.00 in a particular semester, the scholarship would not be offered in the succeeding semester.
- Pass in All Courses (The student should not obtain a grade other than a passing grade in all the courses taken in a semester).
- No Disciplinary Action taken against the student.
- Student fail to satisfy any one of the above criteria in any of the semesters would not be eligible to receive the scholarship.
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